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Abstract

In empathetic conversations, individuals ex-
press their empathy towards others. Previous
work has mainly focused on generating empa-
thetic responses by utilizing the speaker’s emo-
tion. Besides, external commonsense knowl-
edge has been applied to enhance the system’s
understandings of the speaker’s situation. How-
ever, given an event, commonsense knowledge
base contains various relations, potentially lead-
ing to confusion for the dialogue system. Con-
sequently, inconsistencies arise among the emo-
tion, generated response and speaker’s contex-
tual information. To this end, we propose a
novel approach for empathetic response genera-
tion, which incorporates an adaptive module for
commonsense knowledge selection to ensure
consistency between the generated empathetic
responses and the speaker’s situation. This se-
lected knowledge is used to refine the com-
monsense cognition and empathy expression
for generated responses. Experimental results
show that our approach significantly outper-
forms baseline models in both automatic and
human evaluations, exhibiting the generation of
more coherent and empathetic responses. More-
over, case studies highlight the interpretability
of knowledge selection in the responses and the
effectiveness of adaptive module in our model.
Code: https://github.com/Hanscal/DCKS.

1 Introduction

Empathy is a desirable human ability in our daily
conversations. It is known as a complex multi-
dimensional construct encompassing social, cogni-
tive, and emotional processes, which enables us to
experience the emotion of others through various
emotional stimuli and to understand the implicit
mental states of others (Davis, 1983; Zheng et al.,
2021). Previous research (Rashkin et al., 2019; Lin
et al., 2019; Majumder et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021b)
has been conducted on dialogue systems to enhance
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Commonsense Cognition
1 Intent: to relax after work
2 Need: to go to the restaurant
3 Effect: has a full stomach
4 …

I had a nice meal and my favorite beverage after work.

Sounds like a relaxing day. What did you drink?

Listener

Speaker

Emotion Awareness ( Content )
💡 Intent: to relax after work

Adaptive
Commonsense

Selection

Figure 1: The framework of our proposed empathetic di-
alogue generation. The listener acknowledges speaker’s
feeling with the adaptive commonsense selection and
respond with respect to the emotion status of speaker.

its empathy ability in open-domain. In order to
generate empathetic responses, one line of growing
interests is incorporating commonsense knowledge
into conversation modeling (Ghosal et al., 2020;
Zhou et al., 2021; Sabour et al., 2021).

Yet, understanding speaker’s emotion and show-
ing the contextually appropriate comprehension of
her/his situation are still challenges in empathetic
conversations. When interacting with a dialogue
system, the speakers are not expected to explicitly
share all the information about their situation and
how they may feel. As humans, we use our com-
monsense knowledge to make connections between
what is explicitly mentioned and what is implied.
Hence, to address above issues, some prior works
(Zhou et al., 2018b; Wu et al., 2020) implement ex-
ternal knowledge to identify the speaker’s situation,
to acknowledge the speaker’s status and to bring
diversity for generated response.

However, straightforward knowledge merging
method confuses the system and the response con-
sistency would be deteriorated. This is demon-
strated in Figure 1, where the irrelevant knowl-
edge (Need) may potentially form empathetic re-
sponses, which conflicts with the information about
speaker’s emotion (content). Accordingly, the
speaker displays the satisfaction of her/his expe-
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rience, which provides potential informative cog-
nitions based on one unified commonsense. We
can assume that if the most appropriate common-
sense cognition (Intent) is selected with respect to
emotion status, the generated response shows better
consistency and empathy. Therefore, we believe
dialogue systems with rectified knowledge, which
aims at unifying the contextual emotion, lead to
more consistent and empathetic responses.

In this paper, we address the task of empathetic
dialogue generation by dynamically infusing com-
monsense knowledge. Such additional common-
sense knowledge is used to improve the cognitive
understanding about the speaker’s situation and
feelings, thus enhance the empathy expression in
the generated responses. Meanwhile, the dynami-
cal selection stage avoids the confusion of knowl-
edge in dialogue system and enhance the response
consistency with context history. In general, our
main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We introduce a novel approach that incorpo-
rates the inferred commonsense knowledge to
enhance empathetic response generation.

• We propose an effective knowledge selecting
paradigm that could dynamically select the
commonsense knowledge, which is most rel-
evant to speaker’s cognitive empathy. To the
best of our knowledge, it is the first work to
study commonsense knowledge dynamical se-
lection for empathetic dialogue generation.

• Experiments show that with incorporating the
selected commonsense, our model is able to
generate more empathetic and interpretable re-
sponses compared with the previous methods.

2 Related Works

2.1 Empathetic Dialogue Generation
In recent years, research on implementing empathy
in open domain dialogue systems and generating
empathetic responses has gained considerable at-
tention. Rashkin et al. (2019) consider a richer
and evenly distributed set of emotions and release
a dataset EmpatheticDialogues, where a listener
responds to a speaker who is under an emotional
situation in an empathetic way. Ghosal et al. (2020)
demonstrate that detecting the speaker’s emotion
is an essential part of generating empathetic re-
sponses. Prior studies on emotion-related conver-
sational systems mainly focused on rule-based sys-
tems, which heavily rely on hand-craft features

(Zhou and Wang, 2018; Zhou et al., 2018a). Re-
cently, many neural emotional dialogue generation
approaches have been explored to control the emo-
tional expression in the target response (Lin et al.,
2019; Majumder et al., 2020). However, Li et al.
(2021a) reveal that conventional empathetic con-
versation systems face an emotional inconsistency
problem as they strive to produce emotionally rich
responses based on predefined user-input emotions.

2.2 Connecting Knowledge and Dialogue

Leveraging knowledge from commonsense knowl-
edge base has been demonstrated for gaining a bet-
ter understanding of the implied emotions within
the context (Tu et al., 2022; Lee et al., 2022).
ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2017) and ATOMIC
(Sap et al., 2019) are commonsense knowledge
bases. ConceptNet consists of 36 relations fo-
cusing mostly on taxonomic, lexical and physi-
cal commonsense knowledge. Distinguished from
ConceptNet, ATOMIC consists 9 relations that
cover social commonsense knowledge including
event-centered causes and effects as well as person-
related mental states. Both Zhou et al. (2018b) and
Zhang et al. (2019) introduce knowledge triplets
from ConceptNet into open-domain response gen-
eration. Recently, Li et al. (2022) and Zhong et
al. (2021) exploit ConceptNet to enhance emo-
tion reasoning for response generation. Ghosal et
al. (2020) utilizes ATOMIC in emotional dialogue
modeling for emotion identification. Sabour et al.
(2021) leverages commonsense from ATOMIC to
improve the understanding of speaker’s situations
and feelings.

Therefore, enabling dialogue systems to lever-
age commonsense and driving implications from
the speaker’s explicit statements are highly benefi-
cial for more empathetic responses. In this work,
we focus on the task of empathetic dialogue gen-
eration on EmpatheticDialogues dataset, and pay
attention to addressing social related commonsense
knowledge from ATOMIC. For each event, we use
the social relations in ATOMIC to infer the com-
monsense knowledge about the person involved
in the event. We adopt COMET (Bosselut et al.,
2019) to generate commonsense sentences for the
given events. This model is pre-trained on triplets
from ATOMIC and then fine tuned on ATOMIC20

20

(Hwang et al., 2021), so that is more suitable for
inferring knowledge regarding unseen events in the
original ATOMIC daily basis dataset.
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Figure 2: The architecture of our framework. It consists
of three modules: (1) Contextual Probing enhances di-
alogue comprehension by commonsense knowledge;
(2) Workspace adaptively modifies the cognition of
speaker’s status; (3) Knowledge-Aware decoder gen-
erates empathetic responses.

3 Methodology

Our proposed model is built upon the Transformer-
based pre-trained language model to generate lis-
tener’s utterance. Each conversation process of the
model is mainly divided into three stages: contex-
tual probing, contextual unification workspace and
knowledge-aware decoder. The overview of our
model is illustrated in Figure 2.

3.1 Task Formulation

The task requires a dialogue model to play the
role of the listener and generate empathetic re-
sponses. Formally, let U = [u1, u2, ..., un−1]
denote a dialogue history of n−1 utterances, where
ui = [wi

1, w
i
2, ..., w

i
Mi

] is the i-th utterance that
consists of Mi words. Let K = {ki} denote the
commonsense knowledge generated from COMET,
where ki is the empathetic commonsense inference
knowledge. Our goal is to generate a response
Y using historical utterance U and commonsense
knowledge K as input. A dialogue history encoder
to encode U , a knowledge encoder to encoder K,
and a decoder to incorporate dialog history, dynam-
ically select knowledge and generate response.

3.2 Contextual Probing

To obtain semantic representations of the dialog
history and the knowledge from ATOMIC, we di-
vide the context probing part into context encoding

and knowledge acquisition.

3.2.1 Context Encoding
We concatenate the utterances in the dialogue his-
tory and prepend a special token [CLS] to ob-
tain the dialogue historical context input U =
[CLS] ⊕ u1 ⊕ u2 ⊕ ... ⊕ un−1, where ⊕ is the
concatenation operation. Then, we use the final
hidden representation of [CLS] as the representa-
tion of the whole sequence.

We use BART encoder part to acquire the con-
textual representation. The sequence U is fed into
the encoder, and the hidden state of the encoder
token:

zctx = Encctx(U), (1)

where zctx ∈ RL×d, L is the length of the sequence,
and d is the hidden size of the context encoder.

3.2.2 Knowledge Acquisition
In ATOMIC, six relations could be inferred for
the person X involved in the event: the effect
of the event on X (xEffect), X’s reaction to
the event (xReact), X’s intent before the event
(xIntent), what X need in order for the event to
happen (xNeed), what X would want after the
event(xWant), and an inferred attribute of X’s
characteristics (xAttr). Since predicting a person’s
attributes involves judging the other person, which
is not included in the empathetic process, we ig-
nore xAttr in our approach and use the remaining
five relations.

For input sequence U , we respectively append
five special relation tokens ([xReact], [xWant],
[xNeed], [xIntent], [xEffect]) to the last utterance
in the dialogue history and then use COMET
to generate k commonsense inferences Sr =
[csr1, csr2, ... , csrk] per relation r, where r ∈
{xReact, xWant, xNeed, xIntent, xEffect}.

For each relation, we concatenate the generated
commonsense inferences to obtain its common-
sense sequence CSr = csr1 ⊕ csr2 ⊕ ... ⊕ csrk,
which demonstrates the knowledge regarding the
speaker’s dialogue state (i.e. emotion and situation).
Accordingly, similar to the previous section, we
prepend [CLS] to the sequences denoted as ECSr ,
which then are fed to five separate commonsense
knowledge encoders, as shown in the contextual
probing part of Figure 2:

Zr = EncKno(ECSr), (2)

where Zr ∈ Rlr×d, lr is the lengths of the com-
monsense inference sequences.
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Then, we utilize the hidden vector of [CLS] as
the representation for each relation, and through av-
erage operation we obtain the fused representation
zr = Average(Zr[0]) ∈ Rd for all relations.

3.3 Contextual Unification Workspace
To better leverage the hidden representation from
knowledge acquisition and context encoding, we
apply the workspace module for unifying contex-
tual information according to emotion label. The
workspace consists of two parts: emotion classifi-
cation for identifying speaker’s status, and adap-
tive knowledge selection for excluding irrelevant
knowledge representation.

3.3.1 Emotion Classification
In contrast to concatenating the representations at a
sequence level, we use point-wise addition to fuse
the additional knowledge in the sequence, i.e., the
fusing of knowledge and the context representation:

zf = zr + zctx. (3)

In order to acquire a more accurate prediction of
the speaker’s emotion, given that we are provided
with an emotion label e for each conversation, we
use the infused representation of knowledge and
context representation to perform emotion classi-
fication. We also pass zf through a linear layer
gθ, followed by a softmax operation to produce the
emotion category distribution Pemo ∈ Rq, where q
is the number of available emotion categories:

Pemo = Softmax(gθ(zf )), (4)

where θ ∈ Rd×q is the weight vector for the linear
layer. During training, we optimize these weights
by minimizing the Cross-Entropy (CE) loss be-
tween the emotion category distribution Pemo and
the ground truth label e:

Lemo = − log(Pemo(e)). (5)

3.3.2 Adaptive Knowledge Selection
We present a knowledge selection method that the
decoder can adaptively choose the commonsense
representations based on the emotion classification
results. Given the set of knowledge representation
Z = {Zr[0]}, the goal is to choose the most appro-
priate knowledge relations that satisfy the consis-
tency with the context representation vector zctx.
By this selection paradigm, the irrelevant relations,
which would potentially confused the generated

response, will be eliminated, so as to boost the
performance of dialogue system.

Inspired by Global Workspace Theory in cogni-
tive science (Blum and Blum, 2022; Baars, 1993) ,
the process of contextual coordination is realized
by eliminating irrelevant cognition. We therefore
implement the label of emotion as the coordina-
tion of context and the Lemo(gθ(z), gθ(zctx)) from
the supervised evaluation to eliminate irrelevant
cognition. The knowledge selection mechanism is
divided into two stages, competition and broadcast-
ing:

• During the competition stage, we recursively
exclude the irrelevant information of knowl-
edge representation based on the emotion sta-
tus. Specifically, at iteration m, we choose the
maxz∈Z{Lemo(gθ(z), gθ(zctx))} as the most
irrelevant knowledge representation. In order
to model the influence of knowledge exclu-
sion, we leverage nonlinear regression method
(Xu and Xuan, 2019; Shen et al., 2022) to cal-
culate the dynamics G = ∇θf ∈ Rd×q of the
aforementioned max loss. Please refer to the
Appendix for the technical details. After the
last iteration, the remaining knowledge repre-
sentation, as the winner of competition, is ap-
plied for acknowledging the unified speaker’s
emotion status.

• In the broadcasting stage, the winner of com-
petition stage will be applied for unifying the
combined representation in decoder. Specifi-
cally, we realize this stage by adding the dy-
namics of the selecting process to rectify the
knowledge representation. Thus, the gener-
ated response will less affected by the unre-
lated information from knowledge encoder in
contextual probing module.

We provide Algorithm 1 in Appendix to show
the exclusion method. Figure 3 displays how the
workspace process refine the knowledge represen-
tation.

3.4 Knowledge-Aware Decoder

Generally, not all knowledge contributes to the
generation of the response, so the model should
have the ability to select knowledge. Instead of
performing knowledge selection in the encoding
phase, we leave it to the decoding phase. As shown
in the right part of Figure 2, a knowledge-aware
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I = max
z2Z

{Lemo(g✓(z), g✓(zctx))}

<latexit sha1_base64="HQZ1fFNKzwtV/IWHlFi7DGKN99A=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwVRIRdVl047KCfUATwmQ6aYdOHszciDVk68ZfceNCEbf+gTv/xkmbhbYeGDiccy9zz/ETwRVY1rdRWVpeWV2rrtc2Nre2d8zdvY6KU0lZm8Yilj2fKCZ4xNrAQbBeIhkJfcG6/viq8Lt3TCoeR7cwSZgbkmHEA04JaMkzsRMSGPlB9pB7mQPsHqJYhkRkPAIWQZ57Zt1qWFPgRWKXpI5KtDzzyxnENA31NhVEqb5tJeBmRAKnguU1J1UsIXRMhqyvaURCptxsmiTHR1oZ4CCW+kWAp+rvjYyESk1CX08Wd6t5rxD/8/opBBeuDpWkOhadfRSkAkOMi1rwgEtGQUw0IVRyfSumIyIJBV1eTZdgz0deJJ2Thn3WOL05rTcvyzqq6AAdomNko3PURNeohdqIokf0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxsdstGKUO/voD4zPH+Oqm78=</latexit>zintent

<latexit sha1_base64="gcYngAldq7ksbUXGV572ArwendQ=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh4FCRbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Ae0pWy2k3bpZhN2J2INuXnxr3jxoIhX/4I3/42btgdtfTDweG+GmXleJLhGx/m2ckvLK6tr+fXCxubW9k5xd6+hw1gxqLNQhKrlUQ2CS6gjRwGtSAENPAFNb3SV+c07UJqH8hbHEXQDOpDc54yikXrFw05Acej5yUPaSzoI9yhDFVCRSIB+mvaKJafsTGAvEndGSmSGWq/41emHLA5AIhNU67brRNhNqELOBKSFTqwhomxEB9A2VNIAdDeZ/JHax0bp236oTEm0J+rviYQGWo8Dz3RmV+t5LxP/89ox+hfdhMsoRpBsusiPhY2hnYVi97kChmJsCGWKm1ttNqSKMjTRFUwI7vzLi6RxWnbPypWbSql6OYsjTw7IETkhLjknVXJNaqROGHkkz+SVvFlP1ov1bn1MW3PWbGaf/IH1+QMJ/Zq1</latexit>zneed

<latexit sha1_base64="mLmR82v9RTfGBsEfesQQZQwhh4k=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtQzaWEYwD0hCmJ3cTYbMzi4zd8W4bGvjr9hYKGLrH9j5N04ehSYeGDiccy9zz/FjKQy67reTW1peWV3Lrxc2Nre2d4q7e3UTJZpDjUcy0k2fGZBCQQ0FSmjGGljoS2j4w6ux37gDbUSkbnEUQydkfSUCwRlaqVuk7ZDhwA/Sh6ybthHuUUU6ZDKFIACOWdYtltyyOwFdJN6MlMgM1W7xq92LeBKCQi6ZMS3PjbGTMo2CS8gK7cRAzPiQ9aFlqWIhmE46SZLRI6v0aBBp+xTSifp7I2WhMaPQt5Pju828Nxb/81oJBhedVKg4QVB8+lGQSIoRHddCe0LbuHJkCeNa2FspHzDNONryCrYEbz7yIqmflL2z8unNaalyOasjTw7IITkmHjknFXJNqqRGOHkkz+SVvDlPzovz7nxMR3PObGef/IHz+QOq45ua</latexit>ze↵ect

<latexit sha1_base64="wqpAecnWOVhFRsOMvPcsoSkay3M=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJGBiAqJqUpQBYwVLIxFog+pjSLHdVqrjhPZN4gSZWThV1gYQIiVT2Djb3DaDNByJEtH59x7fe/xY84U2Pa3UVpaXlldK69XNja3tnfM3b22ihJJaItEPJJdHyvKmaAtYMBpN5YUhz6nHX98lfudOyoVi8QtTGLqhngoWMAIBi155mE/xDDyg/Qh89I+0HsQkQwxT/UQAlnmmVW7Zk9hLRKnIFVUoOmZX/1BRJKQCiAcK9Vz7BjcFEtghNOs0k8UjTEZ4yHtaSpwSJWbTg/JrGOtDKwgkvoJsKbq744Uh0pNQl9X5mureS8X//N6CQQXbspEnAAVZPZRkHALIitPxRowSQnwiSaYSKZ3tcgISx2Bzq6iQ3DmT14k7dOac1ar39SrjcsijjI6QEfoBDnoHDXQNWqiFiLoET2jV/RmPBkvxrvxMSstGUXPPvoD4/MH6k6bMg==</latexit>zreact

<latexit sha1_base64="gQf13SxH6b2Xj6w6SrcW8NBFBwE=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMgwSJ4KokU9Vj04rGC/YCmhM120y7dbMLuRK0hNy/+FS8eFPHqX/Dmv3HT5qCtDwYe780wM8+POVNg29/GwuLS8spqaa28vrG5tW3u7LZUlEhCmyTikez4WFHOBG0CA047saQ49Dlt+6PL3G/fUqlYJG5gHNNeiAeCBYxg0JJnHrghhqEfpA+Zl7pA70FEMsQ8vcMCsswzK3bVnsCaJ05BKqhAwzO/3H5EkpAKIBwr1XXsGHoplsAIp1nZTRSNMRnhAe1qKnBIVS+d/JFZR1rpW0EkdQmwJurviRSHSo1DX3fmV6tZLxf/87oJBOe9lIk4ASrIdFGQcAsiKw/F6jNJCfCxJphIpm+1yBBLTEBHV9YhOLMvz5PWSdU5rdaua5X6RRFHCe2jQ3SMHHSG6ugKNVATEfSIntErejOejBfj3fiYti4Yxcwe+gPj8wc3zZrT</latexit>zwant

<latexit sha1_base64="HQZ1fFNKzwtV/IWHlFi7DGKN99A=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwVRIRdVl047KCfUATwmQ6aYdOHszciDVk68ZfceNCEbf+gTv/xkmbhbYeGDiccy9zz/ETwRVY1rdRWVpeWV2rrtc2Nre2d8zdvY6KU0lZm8Yilj2fKCZ4xNrAQbBeIhkJfcG6/viq8Lt3TCoeR7cwSZgbkmHEA04JaMkzsRMSGPlB9pB7mQPsHqJYhkRkPAIWQZ57Zt1qWFPgRWKXpI5KtDzzyxnENA31NhVEqb5tJeBmRAKnguU1J1UsIXRMhqyvaURCptxsmiTHR1oZ4CCW+kWAp+rvjYyESk1CX08Wd6t5rxD/8/opBBeuDpWkOhadfRSkAkOMi1rwgEtGQUw0IVRyfSumIyIJBV1eTZdgz0deJJ2Thn3WOL05rTcvyzqq6AAdomNko3PURNeohdqIokf0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxsdstGKUO/voD4zPH+Oqm78=</latexit>zintent

<latexit sha1_base64="gcYngAldq7ksbUXGV572ArwendQ=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh4FCRbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Ae0pWy2k3bpZhN2J2INuXnxr3jxoIhX/4I3/42btgdtfTDweG+GmXleJLhGx/m2ckvLK6tr+fXCxubW9k5xd6+hw1gxqLNQhKrlUQ2CS6gjRwGtSAENPAFNb3SV+c07UJqH8hbHEXQDOpDc54yikXrFw05Acej5yUPaSzoI9yhDFVCRSIB+mvaKJafsTGAvEndGSmSGWq/41emHLA5AIhNU67brRNhNqELOBKSFTqwhomxEB9A2VNIAdDeZ/JHax0bp236oTEm0J+rviYQGWo8Dz3RmV+t5LxP/89ox+hfdhMsoRpBsusiPhY2hnYVi97kChmJsCGWKm1ttNqSKMjTRFUwI7vzLi6RxWnbPypWbSql6OYsjTw7IETkhLjknVXJNaqROGHkkz+SVvFlP1ov1bn1MW3PWbGaf/IH1+QMJ/Zq1</latexit>zneed

<latexit sha1_base64="mLmR82v9RTfGBsEfesQQZQwhh4k=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtQzaWEYwD0hCmJ3cTYbMzi4zd8W4bGvjr9hYKGLrH9j5N04ehSYeGDiccy9zz/FjKQy67reTW1peWV3Lrxc2Nre2d4q7e3UTJZpDjUcy0k2fGZBCQQ0FSmjGGljoS2j4w6ux37gDbUSkbnEUQydkfSUCwRlaqVuk7ZDhwA/Sh6ybthHuUUU6ZDKFIACOWdYtltyyOwFdJN6MlMgM1W7xq92LeBKCQi6ZMS3PjbGTMo2CS8gK7cRAzPiQ9aFlqWIhmE46SZLRI6v0aBBp+xTSifp7I2WhMaPQt5Pju828Nxb/81oJBhedVKg4QVB8+lGQSIoRHddCe0LbuHJkCeNa2FspHzDNONryCrYEbz7yIqmflL2z8unNaalyOasjTw7IITkmHjknFXJNqqRGOHkkz+SVvDlPzovz7nxMR3PObGef/IHz+QOq45ua</latexit>ze↵ect

<latexit sha1_base64="wqpAecnWOVhFRsOMvPcsoSkay3M=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJGBiAqJqUpQBYwVLIxFog+pjSLHdVqrjhPZN4gSZWThV1gYQIiVT2Djb3DaDNByJEtH59x7fe/xY84U2Pa3UVpaXlldK69XNja3tnfM3b22ihJJaItEPJJdHyvKmaAtYMBpN5YUhz6nHX98lfudOyoVi8QtTGLqhngoWMAIBi155mE/xDDyg/Qh89I+0HsQkQwxT/UQAlnmmVW7Zk9hLRKnIFVUoOmZX/1BRJKQCiAcK9Vz7BjcFEtghNOs0k8UjTEZ4yHtaSpwSJWbTg/JrGOtDKwgkvoJsKbq744Uh0pNQl9X5mureS8X//N6CQQXbspEnAAVZPZRkHALIitPxRowSQnwiSaYSKZ3tcgISx2Bzq6iQ3DmT14k7dOac1ar39SrjcsijjI6QEfoBDnoHDXQNWqiFiLoET2jV/RmPBkvxrvxMSstGUXPPvoD4/MH6k6bMg==</latexit>zreact

<latexit sha1_base64="gQf13SxH6b2Xj6w6SrcW8NBFBwE=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMgwSJ4KokU9Vj04rGC/YCmhM120y7dbMLuRK0hNy/+FS8eFPHqX/Dmv3HT5qCtDwYe780wM8+POVNg29/GwuLS8spqaa28vrG5tW3u7LZUlEhCmyTikez4WFHOBG0CA047saQ49Dlt+6PL3G/fUqlYJG5gHNNeiAeCBYxg0JJnHrghhqEfpA+Zl7pA70FEMsQ8vcMCsswzK3bVnsCaJ05BKqhAwzO/3H5EkpAKIBwr1XXsGHoplsAIp1nZTRSNMRnhAe1qKnBIVS+d/JFZR1rpW0EkdQmwJurviRSHSo1DX3fmV6tZLxf/87oJBOe9lIk4ASrIdFGQcAsiKw/F6jNJCfCxJphIpm+1yBBLTEBHV9YhOLMvz5PWSdU5rdaua5X6RRFHCe2jQ3SMHHSG6ugKNVATEfSIntErejOejBfj3fiYti4Yxcwe+gPj8wc3zZrT</latexit>zwant

<latexit sha1_base64="9InXHlHtqCKwasrrLyQuirqD53o=">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</latexit>

I = max
z2Z

{Lemo(g✓(z), g✓(zctx))}

<latexit sha1_base64="HQZ1fFNKzwtV/IWHlFi7DGKN99A=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwVRIRdVl047KCfUATwmQ6aYdOHszciDVk68ZfceNCEbf+gTv/xkmbhbYeGDiccy9zz/ETwRVY1rdRWVpeWV2rrtc2Nre2d8zdvY6KU0lZm8Yilj2fKCZ4xNrAQbBeIhkJfcG6/viq8Lt3TCoeR7cwSZgbkmHEA04JaMkzsRMSGPlB9pB7mQPsHqJYhkRkPAIWQZ57Zt1qWFPgRWKXpI5KtDzzyxnENA31NhVEqb5tJeBmRAKnguU1J1UsIXRMhqyvaURCptxsmiTHR1oZ4CCW+kWAp+rvjYyESk1CX08Wd6t5rxD/8/opBBeuDpWkOhadfRSkAkOMi1rwgEtGQUw0IVRyfSumIyIJBV1eTZdgz0deJJ2Thn3WOL05rTcvyzqq6AAdomNko3PURNeohdqIokf0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxsdstGKUO/voD4zPH+Oqm78=</latexit>zintent

<latexit sha1_base64="gcYngAldq7ksbUXGV572ArwendQ=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh4FCRbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Ae0pWy2k3bpZhN2J2INuXnxr3jxoIhX/4I3/42btgdtfTDweG+GmXleJLhGx/m2ckvLK6tr+fXCxubW9k5xd6+hw1gxqLNQhKrlUQ2CS6gjRwGtSAENPAFNb3SV+c07UJqH8hbHEXQDOpDc54yikXrFw05Acej5yUPaSzoI9yhDFVCRSIB+mvaKJafsTGAvEndGSmSGWq/41emHLA5AIhNU67brRNhNqELOBKSFTqwhomxEB9A2VNIAdDeZ/JHax0bp236oTEm0J+rviYQGWo8Dz3RmV+t5LxP/89ox+hfdhMsoRpBsusiPhY2hnYVi97kChmJsCGWKm1ttNqSKMjTRFUwI7vzLi6RxWnbPypWbSql6OYsjTw7IETkhLjknVXJNaqROGHkkz+SVvFlP1ov1bn1MW3PWbGaf/IH1+QMJ/Zq1</latexit>zneed

<latexit sha1_base64="mLmR82v9RTfGBsEfesQQZQwhh4k=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtQzaWEYwD0hCmJ3cTYbMzi4zd8W4bGvjr9hYKGLrH9j5N04ehSYeGDiccy9zz/FjKQy67reTW1peWV3Lrxc2Nre2d4q7e3UTJZpDjUcy0k2fGZBCQQ0FSmjGGljoS2j4w6ux37gDbUSkbnEUQydkfSUCwRlaqVuk7ZDhwA/Sh6ybthHuUUU6ZDKFIACOWdYtltyyOwFdJN6MlMgM1W7xq92LeBKCQi6ZMS3PjbGTMo2CS8gK7cRAzPiQ9aFlqWIhmE46SZLRI6v0aBBp+xTSifp7I2WhMaPQt5Pju828Nxb/81oJBhedVKg4QVB8+lGQSIoRHddCe0LbuHJkCeNa2FspHzDNONryCrYEbz7yIqmflL2z8unNaalyOasjTw7IITkmHjknFXJNqqRGOHkkz+SVvDlPzovz7nxMR3PObGef/IHz+QOq45ua</latexit>ze↵ect

<latexit sha1_base64="gQf13SxH6b2Xj6w6SrcW8NBFBwE=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMgwSJ4KokU9Vj04rGC/YCmhM120y7dbMLuRK0hNy/+FS8eFPHqX/Dmv3HT5qCtDwYe780wM8+POVNg29/GwuLS8spqaa28vrG5tW3u7LZUlEhCmyTikez4WFHOBG0CA047saQ49Dlt+6PL3G/fUqlYJG5gHNNeiAeCBYxg0JJnHrghhqEfpA+Zl7pA70FEMsQ8vcMCsswzK3bVnsCaJ05BKqhAwzO/3H5EkpAKIBwr1XXsGHoplsAIp1nZTRSNMRnhAe1qKnBIVS+d/JFZR1rpW0EkdQmwJurviRSHSo1DX3fmV6tZLxf/87oJBOe9lIk4ASrIdFGQcAsiKw/F6jNJCfCxJphIpm+1yBBLTEBHV9YhOLMvz5PWSdU5rdaua5X6RRFHCe2jQ3SMHHSG6ugKNVATEfSIntErejOejBfj3fiYti4Yxcwe+gPj8wc3zZrT</latexit>zwant

<latexit sha1_base64="HQZ1fFNKzwtV/IWHlFi7DGKN99A=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwVRIRdVl047KCfUATwmQ6aYdOHszciDVk68ZfceNCEbf+gTv/xkmbhbYeGDiccy9zz/ETwRVY1rdRWVpeWV2rrtc2Nre2d8zdvY6KU0lZm8Yilj2fKCZ4xNrAQbBeIhkJfcG6/viq8Lt3TCoeR7cwSZgbkmHEA04JaMkzsRMSGPlB9pB7mQPsHqJYhkRkPAIWQZ57Zt1qWFPgRWKXpI5KtDzzyxnENA31NhVEqb5tJeBmRAKnguU1J1UsIXRMhqyvaURCptxsmiTHR1oZ4CCW+kWAp+rvjYyESk1CX08Wd6t5rxD/8/opBBeuDpWkOhadfRSkAkOMi1rwgEtGQUw0IVRyfSumIyIJBV1eTZdgz0deJJ2Thn3WOL05rTcvyzqq6AAdomNko3PURNeohdqIokf0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxsdstGKUO/voD4zPH+Oqm78=</latexit>zintent

<latexit sha1_base64="gcYngAldq7ksbUXGV572ArwendQ=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh4FCRbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Ae0pWy2k3bpZhN2J2INuXnxr3jxoIhX/4I3/42btgdtfTDweG+GmXleJLhGx/m2ckvLK6tr+fXCxubW9k5xd6+hw1gxqLNQhKrlUQ2CS6gjRwGtSAENPAFNb3SV+c07UJqH8hbHEXQDOpDc54yikXrFw05Acej5yUPaSzoI9yhDFVCRSIB+mvaKJafsTGAvEndGSmSGWq/41emHLA5AIhNU67brRNhNqELOBKSFTqwhomxEB9A2VNIAdDeZ/JHax0bp236oTEm0J+rviYQGWo8Dz3RmV+t5LxP/89ox+hfdhMsoRpBsusiPhY2hnYVi97kChmJsCGWKm1ttNqSKMjTRFUwI7vzLi6RxWnbPypWbSql6OYsjTw7IETkhLjknVXJNaqROGHkkz+SVvFlP1ov1bn1MW3PWbGaf/IH1+QMJ/Zq1</latexit>zneed

<latexit sha1_base64="mLmR82v9RTfGBsEfesQQZQwhh4k=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtQzaWEYwD0hCmJ3cTYbMzi4zd8W4bGvjr9hYKGLrH9j5N04ehSYeGDiccy9zz/FjKQy67reTW1peWV3Lrxc2Nre2d4q7e3UTJZpDjUcy0k2fGZBCQQ0FSmjGGljoS2j4w6ux37gDbUSkbnEUQydkfSUCwRlaqVuk7ZDhwA/Sh6ybthHuUUU6ZDKFIACOWdYtltyyOwFdJN6MlMgM1W7xq92LeBKCQi6ZMS3PjbGTMo2CS8gK7cRAzPiQ9aFlqWIhmE46SZLRI6v0aBBp+xTSifp7I2WhMaPQt5Pju828Nxb/81oJBhedVKg4QVB8+lGQSIoRHddCe0LbuHJkCeNa2FspHzDNONryCrYEbz7yIqmflL2z8unNaalyOasjTw7IITkmHjknFXJNqqRGOHkkz+SVvDlPzovz7nxMR3PObGef/IHz+QOq45ua</latexit>ze↵ect

<latexit sha1_base64="eM8N4o7WRgo3XvY2zWDadvAHVL8=">AAACBnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMIwSJ4KokU9Vj04rGC/YA2hM120y7dbMLuRFpDTl78K148KOLV3+DNf+OmzUFbHww83pthZp4fc6bAtr+NpeWV1bX10kZ5c2t7Z9fc22+pKJGENknEI9nxsaKcCdoEBpx2Yklx6HPa9kfXud++p1KxSNzBJKZuiAeCBYxg0JJnHvVCDEM/SB8yL+0BHYOIZIh5SmCcZZ5Zsav2FNYicQpSQQUanvnV60ckCakAwrFSXceOwU2xBEY4zcq9RNEYkxEe0K6mAodUuen0jcw60UrfCiKpS4A1VX9PpDhUahL6ujM/Ws17ufif100guHRTJuIEqCCzRUHCLYisPBOrzyQlwCeaYCKZvtUiQywxAZ1cWYfgzL+8SFpnVee8WrutVepXRRwldIiO0Sly0AWqoxvUQE1E0CN6Rq/ozXgyXox342PWumQUMwfoD4zPH2Pnml4=</latexit>zctx

<latexit sha1_base64="2XsILig23YdajN8KDl551lfsAXA=">AAACFXicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrammzGAQLCbsiainaWEYwJpCNYXb2RgfnsczcFcOyP2Hjr9hYKGIr2Pk3TmIKTTwwzOGce2fuPXEquMUg+PKmpmdm5+ZLC+XFpeWV1cra+qXVmWHQYFpo04qpBcEVNJCjgFZqgMpYQDO+PR34zTswlmt1gf0UOpJeK97jjKKTupXdKNYisX3prjxKQCAturksrvII4R6VNpKK3L3IsCi6lWpQC4bwJ0k4IlUyQr1b+YwSzTIJCpmg1rbDIMVOTg1yJqAoR5mFlLJbeg1tRxWVYDv5cKvC33ZK4ve0cUehP1R/d+RU2sHgrlJSvLHj3kD8z2tn2Dvq5FylGYJiPx/1MuGj9gcR+Qk3wFD0HaHMcDerz26ocRG4IMsuhHB85UlyuVcLD2r75/vV45NRHCWySbbIDgnJITkmZ6ROGoSRB/JEXsir9+g9e2/e+0/plDfq2SB/4H18A9zDoSg=</latexit>

�react
m
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Figure 3: The illustration of the workspace mechanism.
During competition stage at each iteration, the most
irrelevant knowledge, for example the ‘react’, is deleted
from the set of knowledge representation, demonstrated
by Z−I . The dynamics of the deletion is δ. During
broadcasting stage, the knowledge-aware representation
hk is refined by the dynamic δ.

cross attention block is introduced to select knowl-
edge dynamically. Feed the selected knowledge
to the context-knowledge refiner, which assists in
response generation. The fused knowledge is taken
as the input of this block, and then the output of
this block is refined to exploit the knowledge con-
tributions.

3.4.1 Knowledge Refiner
In order to refine the context and knowledge con-
tributions in each layer, we replace the residual
addition to a refine gate after the knowledge-aware
attention block. Denote hk as output of knowledge-
aware attention block and hc as the residual from
the previous block, the output of refiner can be
expressed by:

Rf (h̃k,hc) = α · LN(h̃k) + (1− α) · hc (6)

h̃k = hk + δm (7)

α = σ(w · [h̃k;hc]) (8)

Where LN is a linear layer, h̃k is the rectified
knowledge representation, w ∈ R2d is a learnable
parameter and σ denotes sigmoid function.

3.4.2 Response Generation
Lastly, the target response Y = [y1, y2, ..., yT ]
with length T , which is generated by the de-
coder token by token by using the embeddings
of the tokens that have been generated and the
commonsense-refined contextual representation
Rf (h̃k,hc), which has fused the information from

both the context and the commonsense inferences.
We adopt the standard negative log-likelihood
(NLL) loss on the target response Y :

Lnll = −
T∑

t=1

log(y|(U,K), y<t). (9)

3.5 Training Objectives

All the parameters for our proposed model are
trained and optimized based on the weighted sum
of the two mentioned losses:

L = Lnll + γLemo, (10)

where γ is hyper-parameter that we use to control
the influence of the these losses. In our experi-
ments, we set γ = 1.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

We conduct our experiments on the EmpatheticDi-
alogues, a large-scale multi-turn dataset contain-
ing 25k empathetic conversations between crowd
sourcing workers. The dataset also provides an
emotion label for each conversation from the total
32 available emotions.

4.2 Baselines

We select the following baseline models for com-
parison on EmpatheticDialogues: (1) Transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2017): An original Transformer,
which is trained to optimize the NLL loss. (2)
Multi-TRS (Rashkin et al., 2019): A variation
of the Transformer for multitask that trained to
jointly optimize an additional cross-entropy loss
for emotion classification with the NLL loss. (3)
MoEL (Lin et al., 2019): A Transformer-based
model that uses 32 emotion-specific decoders to
generate a response. Therefore, each decoder is
optimized to respond appropriately for each emo-
tion. (4) MIME (Majumder et al., 2020): Another
Transformer-based model that mimics the context
emotion to a varying degree considering its neg-
ative and positive emotions, and then generates
empathetic response based on the blend of these
two emotions. (5) EmpDG (Li et al., 2021a): A
multi-resolution adversarial framework which ap-
plies an empathetic generator to produce empa-
thetic responses and an interactive discriminator to
ensure that the generated responses are consistent
with the context and are also empathetic. (6) CEM
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Models PPL B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 R-1 R-2 Dist-1 Dist-2 Acc

Transformer 37.62 18.07 8.34 4.57 2.86 17.22 4.21 0.36 1.35 –
Multi-TRS 37.50 18.78 8.55 4.70 2.95 16.85 4.21 0.35 1.27 33.95
MoEL 36.60 18.07 8.30 4.37 2.65 18.24 4.81 0.59 2.64 31.74
MIME 37.24 18.60 8.39 4.54 2.81 17.08 4.05 0.47 1.66 30.96
EmpDG 37.43 19.96 9.11 4.74 2.80 18.02 4.43 0.46 1.99 31.65
CEM 36.33 16.12 7.29 4.06 2.03 15.77 4.50 0.62 2.39 36.84

Ours 16.08 21.73 10.62 6.24 4.09 19.77 5.65 2.19 9.61 49.16
w/o A∗ 15.41 19.50 9.54 5.52 3.62 19.35 5.57 2.16 8.87 46.47
w/o Knowledge 15.24 20.11 9.86 5.72 3.73 19.72 5.82 2.08 8.59 44.87
w/o Context 15.62 20.45 9.98 5.78 3.74 19.88 5.78 1.82 7.41 46.34

Table 1: Results of automatic evaluation. A∗ represents the adaptive knowledge selection method in the workspace
module.

(Sabour et al., 2021): An empathetic generation
approach which leverages commonsense to draw
more information about the speaker’s situation and
uses this additional information to further enhance
the empathy expression in generated responses.

4.3 Implementation Details

We implement all the models using PyTorch and
use the encoder and decoder from base version of
BART in our work. We use Adam optimizer with
initial learning rate 0.00005 in 5 epochs. The batch
size is 16. The max sequence length in source and
target is 256 and 64 respectively. We use the same
8:1:1 train/valid/test split as provided by Rashkin
et al. (2019). In each experiment, we apply an
early stop mechanism to prevent the model from
over fitting, and then report the test results of the
optimal model on the test set. All our training and
test results were performed on 32GB Tesla V100
GPU.

4.4 Evaluation Metrics

4.4.1 Automatic Evaluation

We employ Perplexity (PPL), corpus-level BLEU
(B-n), sentence-level ROUGE (R-n) and Distinct-n
(Dist-n) as our main automatic metrics. Perplexity
represents the model’s confidence in its set of candi-
date responses, with higher confidence resulting in
a lower PPL. This can be used to evaluate the gen-
eral quality of the generated responses. Response
with higher BLEU and ROUGE is closer to the
ground-truth. Distinct-n measures the proportion
of unique n-grams in the generated responses and
is commonly used to evaluate generation diversity.
In addition, since our proposed model and most
baseline models perform emotion classification as
part of their training process, we also report the
prediction accuracy (Acc).

4.4.2 Human Evaluation
Following the methods in CEM, we conduct an
aspect-based pairwise preference test. That is, for
a given context, we pair our model’s response with
a response from the baselines and ask annotators to
give each response a rating score from four aspects:
1) Coherence (Coh.): which response is more co-
herent in content and relevant to the context; 2)
Empathy (Emp.): which response shows more un-
derstanding of the speaker’s situation and presents
a more appropriate emotion; 3) Informativeness
(Inf.): which response conveys more information
about the context. 4) Continuity (Con.): which
response ignites the speaker’s more desire to con-
tinue the conversation. Then, we randomly sample
100 response pairs and totally shuffle the response
order in each sample. We assign crowd sourcing
workers to annotate each pair on a scale of 1 to 5.

4.5 Evaluation Results
4.5.1 Automatic Evaluation Results
Table 1 reports the evaluation results on automatic
metrics. Ours model achieves the lowest perplexity,
which suggests the overall quality of our gener-
ated responses is higher than the baselines, approx-
imately 56% lower than CEM. In addition, our
model also considerably outperforms the baselines
in terms of Dist-n, BLEU-n and ROUGE-n, which
highlights the diversity of the responses and the rel-
evance between generated response and speaker’s
situation. In terms of emotion classification, our
model had a much higher accuracy compared to
the baselines, nearly 34% higher than CEM, which
suggests the adaptive selection of commonsense
knowledge is pivotal for detecting the speaker’s
emotion.

Table 2 reports the evaluation results on low-
resource training set, and we have the following ob-
servations: (1) In the full-data scenario, our model
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achieves start-of-the-art performance by infusing
commonsense knowledge, which means that the
importance of knowledge in dialogue generation.
Besides, reducing the number of training samples
has effect on model performance, but not that much,
for that even the model using 1/4 data still has the
approximate values in PPL, BLEU-n, ROUGE-n
and Dist-n compared with the model using full
data. (2) In the 1/8 training data scenario, our
model achieves the comparable performance with
baselines even though them leveraged all training
data. (3) Responses generated by our model have
higher Dist-n in low-resources scenarios, which
means that our model can better obtain informa-
tion from multiple knowledge and generate more
diverse texts.

4.5.2 Ablation Studies
We conduct ablation studies to verify the effective-
ness of each of the components in emotion classi-
fication and the generation performance. Specifi-
cally, we design three variants: workspace, knowl-
edge and context. It is worth noting that since
workspace depends on knowledge and context,
when knowledge or context module is removed,
workspace is removed by default:

1. w/o Adapter: the mechanism in workspace
that used for adaptive commonsense knowl-
edge selection is removed, and the emotion
classification is based on none selected com-
monsense representation;

2. w/o Knowledge: the commonsense knowl-
edge representation used for emotion classifi-
cation is removed (Equation 6), and the hid-
den representation of the [CLS] token from
the encoded context is used for emotion clas-
sification;

3. w/o Context: the context representation used
for emotion classification is neglected (Equa-
tion 6), but keep the affective and cognitive
commonsense knowledge representations;

The obtained results are shown in Table 1. We
observe that reducing the workspace module re-
sults in lower classification accuracy as the same as
BLEU-n and ROUGE-n. And removing the com-
monsense knowledge information also impacts the
emotion classification accuracy. The above phe-
nomena suggest that information about both the
speaker’s emotion and their situation are neces-
sary for correctly identifying their feelings, and

Models PPL B-2 B-4 R-1 R-2 Acc

Ours 16.08 10.62 4.09 19.77 5.65 49.16
1/2 Data 16.57 10.00 3.58 19.56 5.35 40.00
1/4 Data 16.43 9.72 3.32 18.61 4.83 34.24
1/8 Data 18.51 9.33 3.29 18.61 4.82 33.80
1/16 Data 44.71 8.77 2.56 17.04 4.06 25.29
Zero Data 100+ 3.99 0.86 10.20 1.09 2.60

Table 2: Evaluation results on low-resource training set
of EmpatheticDialogues.

Figure 4: Stackplot of the knowledge selection process.

dynamical knowledge selection is leveraging the
knowledge contribution to the cognition response.
Removing those components leads to lower Dist-n
scores but higher perplexity, which indicates the
effectiveness of those components in generating
more diverse responses.

4.5.3 Human Evaluation Results
Table 4 reports the evaluation results on human rat-
ings. We observe that responses from our model
are more contextually coherent than those from
baselines. Besides, with the enhancement of com-
monsense knowledge, the response from our model
are able to convey more specific and informative
content. It is worth to note that, for the aspect of
continuity, our model significantly outperforms all
the baselines, which suggests that the generated re-
sponses may increase speaker’s engagement, thus
a more intimate emotional expression.
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Context I ended up staying at home for the holidays.

MoEL Where did you go?
MIME I am sorry to hear that. What happened?
EmpDG Oh no! What happened?
CEM Did you enjoy it?

Selection Process xEffect → xReact → xWant → xNeed → xIntend
Selected Knowledge xIntent: To be alone; To be home; To relax; To rest
Emotion Lonely
Ours Oh, I am sorry to hear that. What did you do while staying at home ?

Gold Why is that? Comfort?

Context My friend borrowed quite a lot of money from me. I really do believe he will repay me.

MoEL That is so nice of him. Did you find a good friend?
MIME That is a good thing to do.
EmpDG That is a good friend.
CEM That is nice of him.

Selection Process xReact → xIntend → xEffect → xWant → xNeed
Selected Knowledge xNeed: To ask for a loan; To get a loan; To ask him to repay; To ask for money
Emotion Trusting
Ours I am sure he will repay you .

Gold You do? That’s good, friends can be terrible people to lend too.

Table 3: We report the case study of generated responses from EmpatheticDiaglogues. The responses with yellow
background color demonstrate the awareness to the emotion and the selected knowledge.

Models Coh. Emp. Inf. Cont.
MoEL 3.57 3.26 3.11 3.09
MIME 3.61 3.30 3.09 3.13

EmpDG 3.42 3.10 2.94 2.89
CEM 3.90 3.49 3.08 3.19

Ours 4.39 4.13 4.18 4.24

Table 4: Results of human evaluation. We report the av-
erage scores of four aspects. Fleiss kappa of the results
is 0.36, which constitutes a fair level of agreement.

4.6 Qualitative Studies

Case Study Table 3 shows the cases from Em-
patheticDialogues, from which we can see that the
response of our method outperforms the baselines.
We analyze these cases with respect to the four fac-
tors evaluated by human. In aspect of Coherence
and Informativeness, our response is more coherent
in content and consistent to the context informa-
tion. For instance, in case one, by the awareness of
selected knowledge ‘To be home’, our method men-
tions this phrase in response so that the response
better acknowledges speaker’s intention. However,
other methods fail to generate consistent response.
It can be observed that MoEL and CEM dismiss the
implication that the speaker is alone at home. The
workspace module improves Empathy and Continu-
ity by selecting the most influential commonsense

with respect to the context. In both cases, the se-
lected knowledge corresponds to the speaker’s situ-
ation, which produces a more meaningful response
by showing careness for speakers.

Efficacy of Knowledge Selection Selection pro-
cess illustrates that the most irrelevant knowledge
is selected and eliminated at each iteration. By
combining dynamics from the selection process in
refiner, the generated sentence gradually focuses
on speaker’s emotion status, so that our method
provides more interpretable knowledge selection
process for the dialogue system. Figure 4 provides
characteristic of knowledge selection process. It
indicates that workspace module tends to select in-
ferred knowledge from the relation xReact. Since
xReact reflects speaker’s reaction to context, our
adaptive selection method potentially provides the
consistency between context and knowledge.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we improve empathetic dialogue
generation by infusing dynamical commonsense
knowledge to promote the understanding of the
speaker’s situation and feelings, which leads to
more consistent and empathetic responses. The
automatic and human evaluation demonstrate that
the effectiveness of our approach in high-quality
empathetic response generation.
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Limitations

One limitation in this work is the metrics employed
in the automatic evaluation. The metrics mainly
focus on the quality of generated response and the
accuracy of emotion recognition, while automatic
evaluation lacks a comprehensive method to eval-
uate empathy. Another limitation comes from the
utilization of the dataset designed for open-domain
dialogue system, so that the generated response
from the proposed framework is not task-oriented.
In the future, we will build empathetic dialogue
generation datasets with diverse and task-oriented
response, and develop metrics to evaluate the un-
derstanding of the speaker’s situation.
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A The Details of Cognition Dynamics

Our goal is to calculate the effect of knowl-
edge representation on the predictions of the lin-
ear transformation function gθ in the workspace
module. The influence of excluding irrelevant
knowledge representation can be interpreted as
the change of θ with respect to Lemo, which is
∇θLemo(gθ(z), gθ(zctx)), z ∈ Z. Here, Z =
{Zr[0]},Zr[0] ∈ Rd. In order to eliminate the
most irrelevant knowledge representation, we take
the max(·) on loss function with respect to z ∈ Z.
However, it is challenging to calculate the gradi-
ent when we implement max(·) on the groups
of loss functions, because the above function
is non-differentiable. Thus, we first bring dif-
ferentiability for maxz∈Z{Lemo(gθ(z), gθ(zctx))}.
To simplify notation, objective function is
set as Φ(θ) = max1≤j≤J fj(θ), fj(θ) =
Lemo(gθ(zj), gθ(zctx)). Here, fj denotes the loss
function with respect to knowledge representation
zj and each fj is differentiable. gθ is the paramet-
ric linear layer. Then, calculating the gradient of
θ turns into the following discrete mini-max prob-
lem:

min
θ∈Rd

max
1≤j≤J

fj(θ). (11)

In order to smooth objective function Φ during the
iteration m, we linearize fj at θm and obtain the
convex approximation of Φ as

Φ̂(θ) = max
1≤j≤J

{fj(θm) + ⟨∇fj(θm),θ − θm⟩}︸ ︷︷ ︸
linearization term

.

(12)
The linearization term smooths max(·) function.
Next step is to find descent direction, which min-
imizes Φ̂. However, Φ̂ is not strictly convex with
respect to θ, the algorithm may not reach global
minimum. So a regularization term ∥θ − θm∥2 is
added for finding stable descent direction. Denote
the descent direction δ = θ − θm, the discrete
mini-max problem now is equivalent to

min
δ,ν

∥δ∥2 + ν (13a)

s.t. fj(θm) + ⟨∇fj(θm), δ⟩ ≤ ν, ∀1 ≤ j ≤ J.
(13b)

Problem (13) is a semi-definite quadratic program-
ming (QP) problem since we choose ℓ2 norm as
the regularization term. When the number of
datapoints in subgroup is large, widely-used QP
algorithms, such as active-set method, are time-
consuming. Thus we turn to the dual problem.

Consider the Lagrange multiplier for problem (13),

L(δ, ν;λ) =
1

2
∥δ∥2 + ν

+
J∑

j=1

λj(fj(θm) + ⟨∇fj(θm), δ⟩ − ν).

(14)

By strong duality theorem, the minimum of original
problem is equal to the maximum of dual problem
under specific constrains:

min
δ,ν

max
λ≥0

L(δ, ν;λ) = max
λ≥0

min
δ,ν

L(δ, ν;λ) (15)

Let f = (f1, · · ·, fJ)T and G = ∇θf ∈ Rd×q. By
setting e = 1, the above problem is equivalent to

max
λ≥0

min
δ,ν

(1
2
∥δ∥2 + ν + λT (f +Gδ − νe)

)
.

(16)

Note that
1

2
∥δ∥2 + ν + λT (f +Gδ − νe)

=
1

2
∥δ∥2 + λT (f +Gδ) + ν(1− λTe).

(17)

If 1 − λTe ̸= 0, the objective function will be
−∞. Thus, we must have 1− λTe = 0 when the
maximum is attained. The problem is converted to

max
λi≥0,

∑J
i=1 λi=1

min
δ

1

2
∥δ∥2 + λTGδ + λT f .

(18)

Let the gradient of the inner minimization term
to be zero, we have solution δ = −GTλ. By
changing the sign of (18), the maximization term
is reduced to

min
λ

(
1

2
λTGGTλ− λT f) (19a)

s.t.
J∑

i=1

λi = 1, λi ≥ 0. (19b)

Suppose λ is the solution of the QP problem (13),
then δ = −GTλ is the solution of problem above.
Thus, we have the δ as the change of eliminating
irrelevant knowledge representation z. By adding δ
to the refiner in decoder module, the final generated
response would be less affected by the irrelevant
knowledge. The effect of δ is demonstrated by the
generated responses in Table 5, and we also display
how the elimination of irrelevant knowledge boost
the performance.
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Algorithm 1 Adaptive Knowledge Selection
Method.
Input: The set of knowledge representation Z =
{Zr[0]},Zr[0] ∈ Rd, linear layer gθ, θ ∈ Rd×q,
the context representation vector zctx ∈ Rd from
dialogue history encoder, the objective function of
emotion classification Lemo.
• Competition Stage:
while len(Z) > 1 do
m = 1
I = maxz∈Z{Lemo(gθ(z), gθ(zctx))}
f = {Lemo(gθ(z), gθ(zctx)), z ∈ Z}
Gm = ∇θf ∈ Rd×q

Solve Lagrange multiplier λ:
min
λ

(12λ
TGmGT

mλ− fTλ)

s.t.
∑J

i=1 λi = 1, λi ≥ 0.
if m = 1 then
δm = −GT

mλ
else
δm = δm−1 −GT

mλ
end if
Z = Z−I

m = m+ 1
end while
• Broadcasting Stage:
h̃k = hk + δm

B Involved Existing Packages

Existing packages involved in this work include:
1) the open source codes, models weights and gen-
erated outcomes of Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017), Multi-TRS (Rashkin et al., 2019), MoEL
(Lin et al., 2019), MIME (Majumder et al., 2021),
EmpDG (Li et al., 2021a), CEM (Sabour et al.,
2021), and 2) the evaluation metrics from Natural
Language Toolkit (Bird et al., 2009).

C Additional Case Study

We provide qualitative studies in Section 4.6. It
includes 1) Ablation study of our cognition dynam-
ics (Table 5); 2) Additional case study of generated
responses from EmpatheticDiaglogues (Table 6);
3) Stackplot of the knowledge selection process for
all the emotions in EmpatheticDiaglogues (Figure
5).

Context
Speaker:
My friend borrowed quite a
lot of money from me. I really
do believe he’ll repay me.

Knowledge

xIntent: To be helpful
xWant: To repay the money
xNeed: To ask for a loan
xEffect: Gets a receipt
xReact: Happy; Relieved

Emotion Trusting
Selection Process xReact → xEffect → xIntent

→ xNeed → xWant
Selected Knowledge xWant: To repay the money

Ours (w/o A*) That is very nice of him.
What did he do?

Ours (w/ A*) I am sure he will repay you.

Context
Speaker:
I had a nice meal and my
favorite beverage after work.

Knowledge

xIntent: To relax after work
xWant: To go to bed
xNeed: To go to the restaurant
xEffect: Has a full belly
xReact: Satisfied; Happy

Content Trusting
Selection Process xNeed → xWant → xReact

→ xEffect → xIntent
Selected Knowledge xIntent: To relax after work

Ours (w/o A*) What did you eat

Ours (w/ A*) Sounds like a relaxing day.
What did you drink?

Table 5: Ablation study of our cognition dynamics. A∗
represents the adaptive knowledge selection method in
the workspace module. Selection Process illustrates that
at each the iteration, the most irrelevant knowledge is
selected and eliminated.
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Context

Speaker: My family and I are going on vacation in a few weeks. We
rented a Largo Beachfront Condo and I can not wait!
Listener: Oh I love the beach!! Which beach are you going to go to?
Speaker: We are going to be staying at Miramar Beach in Florida, about an hour
Panama City Beach. The view is amazing from our balcony and we are so ready!

MoEL That is great! I hope you have fun!
MIME That sounds like a lot of fun!
EmpDG That is awesome! I hope you are able to have a blast!
CEM That sounds like fun!

Selection Process xIntend → xEffect → xReact → xNeed → xWant
Selected Knowledge xWant: To enjoy the view; To enjoy the beach; To enjoy the day; To have fun
Emotion Anticipating
Ours Sounds like a lot of fun. I have never been there, but I will check it out!

Gold I bet it is tough. A regular income is nice but the freedom you get from working
for yourselfs is better.

Context
Speaker: My parents keep taking my money that is not nice of them.
Listener: Why do they keep taking it??
Speaker: They need it for other stuff. I never get a chance to save any of it.

MoEL That is great! I hope you find a good job!
MIME That is a good thing to do.
EmpDG That is a very nice thing to do.
CEM Oh no! I am sorry to hear that.

Selection Process xReact → xEffect → xIntent → xWant → xNeed
Selected Knowledge xNeed: To get rid of it; To get rid of something; To buy it; To have it
Emotion Annoyed
Ours I am sorry to hear that. Maybe you can talk to them about it.

Gold
Sorry to hear that. I found that it helps to have multiple savings accounts,
so whenever you get a certain amount of money ( like 5 , 10 ) save it
and be strict not to spend it.

Context

Speaker: I went to visit a friend one day and her boyfriend made a pass at me.
He actually suddenly kissed me, as I was waiting for my friend to return.
I could not believe his nerve!
Listener: Oh no, what did you do?
Speaker: I quietly pushed him away, as I did not want my friend to hear.
I was so shocked and upset, since he knew I wouldn’t want to make a scene
and took advantage.

MoEL That is so nice of her.
MIME That is nice of you.
EmpDG That is a lot of people are not. I am sure you will be able to get another one.
CEM That is terrible. Did you find out who did it?

Selection Process xIntent → xEffect → xNeed → xWant → xReact
Selected Knowledge xReact: Angry; Upset; Sad; Annoyed; Scared
Emotion Angry
Ours I would have done the same thing.

Gold Did you ever tell your friend?

Context
Speaker: My mother recently went to the bank for me. I love her so much.
Listener: That is really nice of her. It is nice to have someone
to help you do things sometimes.
Speaker: Nice people are the best. Empathy is something we all need more of!

MoEL That is very nice of you. It is always nice to have family.
MIME That is a good thing to do.
EmpDG That is a very nice thing to have a good mom.
CEM That is nice of you.

Selection Process xNeed → xWant → xIntent → xReact → xEffect
Selected Knowledge xEffect: Is loved; Is respected; Is liked
Emotion Caring
Ours I agree with you there. It is nice to have someone to lean on.

Gold Yes. Too many people these days are mean to one another!

Table 6: Additional case study of generated responses from EmpatheticDiaglogues.7870
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Figure 5: Stackplot of the knowledge selection process.
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